
Friday 24th – 

ARTISTA – The Whisper Through The Static (Spoken Word) - A live performance 
of our Sci-Fi and horror fictional podcast, with live sound effects and featuring 
dopplegangers, sentient bombs and cannibals. 6pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Cream (Theatre) – Tragedy and crime meet in this thrilling 
piece of new writing from upcoming local company Unmasked Theatre. 7pm, £5

ARTISTA – Drunk With A Pen (Spoken Word) - 13.5 poems about drink and 
drinking. Often personal, occasionally funny, frequently sad: all accessible and 
understandable. Written by Hove resident Joseph J Clark. See 
www.drunkwithapen.co.uk for more information, 8pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

THE CLAREMONT – The Fried Mind Show (Cabaret) - Light hearted mind-
reading show! No dead relatives will be contacted throughout the evening, 
however they may be interrupted with laughter as the show is peppered with 
comical moments. “Totally excellent. The whole package is here” (UK Cabaret 
Magazine). 8pm, £5 (£4)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Cast Iron IX (Theatre) – Sweet Dukebox’s resident drama 
group return again with a selection of brand new short plays. 8.30pm, £5

Saturday 25th – 

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Lessons Will Be Learned (Theatre) - The action is behind 
the scenes at an Appointments Committee meeting. An NHS Regional Chief 
Executive is being appointed. The candidate and a committee member are shown 
in an unflattering light. Events conspire to a shocking outcome. 2.30pm, £8 (£6)

THE CLAREMONT – The Anterbury Tales (Kids & Youth) - Chaucer's Canterbury 
Tales: iconic but obscured in Middle English lingo. But now, an updated version. 
Sort of. Tales of derring-do and cowardice told by insects. Join the Ladybird, the 
Earwig, and others, for a feast of storytelling. Ages 7+. 3pm, £4 (Family ticket 
£12)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – O N E : In Fragment (Theatre) - O N E : in fragment takes 
the voice of Yelena [UNCLE VANYA] distils it and breaks apart what remains - 
creating a fragmented voice blurring narrative, form and language to create a 
ferocious tapestry of a life unobserved. 3.45pm, £8 (£6)

ARTISTA – The Hole Show (Theatre) - In an underground bunker with 
broadcasting facilities a band struggles to play on at the behest of  unseen voices 
coming from a control room, while an unspecified catastrophe from above is 
drawing the show to a premature end. 5pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Good Grief on West 88th Street (Theatre) - A variety of 
characters live or are somehow connected to a building in NYC. Bruna, an older 



Italian woman is, as she says, "soup of the build" and she’s as outrageous as she 
is wise. She is the glue that connects the other personas whose stories range 
from comic to tragicomic to devastating. 5pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Fit For Work (Theatre) – A job interview for a mentall ill ex-
claimant turns into a nightmare. Where does sanity lie? 5.30pm, £7 (£5)

ARTISTA – Guy Wah: Professional Arsehole (Work in Progress), (Comedy) - A look 
at how our reliance on professional behaviour is eroding our humanity, and how 
our progress as a society has been dumbed down in the name of professionalism. 
Featuring songs, sketches and examples of real life idiocy. Warning: May contain 
politics. 7pm

SWEET DUKEBOX - Cream (Theatre) – Tragedy and crime meet in this thrilling 
piece of new writing from upcoming local company Unmasked Theatre. 7pm, £5

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Linguistic Calligraphy (Spoken Word) – A showcase of 
the UK's best upcoming artists. A night crafted of spoken word, poetry, hip hop, 
story telling, and music. Featuring UK slam and poetry champions and some of 
the most exciting artists coming out the South East. 7.45pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Cast Iron IX (Theatre) – Sweet Dukebox’s resident drama 
group return again with a selection of brand new short plays. 8.30pm, £5

Sunday 26th – 

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Lessons Will Be Learned (Theatre) - The action is behind 
the scenes at an Appointments Committee meeting. An NHS Regional Chief 
Executive is being appointed. The candidate and a committee member are shown 
in an unflattering light. Events conspire to a shocking outcome. 2.30pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Between You and Me (Theatre/Interactive) – Brighton-based 
forum theatre collective Speak Up! Act Out! explore issues of male abuse and 
perceptions in this afternoon of storytelling, conversation, and empowerment. 
2.45pm, £7 (£5)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – O N E : In Fragment (Theatre) - O N E : in fragment takes 
the voice of Yelena [UNCLE VANYA] distils it and breaks apart what remains - 
creating a fragmented voice blurring narrative, form and language to create a 
ferocious tapestry of a life unobserved. 3.45pm, £8 (£6)

ARTISTA – The Whisper Through The Static (Spoken Word) - A live performance 
of our Sci-Fi and horror fictional podcast, with live sound effects and featuring 
dopplegangers, sentient bombs and cannibals. 5pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Good Grief on West 88th Street (Theatre) - A variety of 
characters live or are somehow connected to a building in NYC. Bruna, an older 
Italian woman is, as she says, "soup of the build" and she’s as outrageous as she 



is wise. She is the glue that connects the other personas whose stories range 
from comic to tragicomic to devastating. 5pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Fit For Work (Theatre) – A job interview for a mentall ill ex-
claimant turns into a nightmare. Where does sanity lie? 5.30pm, £7 (£5)

ARTISTA – The Hole Show (Theatre) - In an underground bunker with 
broadcasting facilities a band struggles to play on at the behest of  unseen voices 
coming from a control room, while an unspecified catastrophe from  above is 
drawing  the show to a premature end. 7pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Poetic Angles (Poetry / Spoken Word) – A group of 
Brighton-based artists and writers collaborate for this evening exploring poetry 
in all its forms – films, slides, song, and more. 7.30pm, £5 (£4)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – The Trials of Colonel Barker (Theatre) - The first-ever 
rehearsed reading of 'The Trials of Colonel Barker', a brand new play by Rose 
Collis, adapted from her critically acclaimed book 'Colonel Barker’s Monstrous 
Regiment’ about the fortunes and misfortunes of Valerie Arkell-Smith, aka Col Sir 
Victor Barker. 8pm, £8 (£6)

Monday 27th – 

THE CLAREMONT – Punning Linguist (Comedy) - A heady mix of comedy, 
humour, jokes, poems, gags, lyrics, one-liners and words, served as smooth as 
you like. Provided you don’t like it that smooth. 8pm, £5 (£4)

Tuesday 28th – 

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Guide to Good Orgasm Management (Theatre) – Scottish 
professor Bliss Macvitie leads the audience in a journey to Feng Shui their lives 
in this entertaining piece about celebrity handbags, star signs, and more. 7.30pm, 
£8 (£5)

THE CLAREMONT – Punning Linguist (Comedy) - A heady mix of comedy, 
humour, jokes, poems, gags, lyrics, one-liners and words, served as smooth as 
you like. Provided you don’t like it that smooth. 8pm, £5 (£4)

Wednesday 29th – 

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Guide to Good Orgasm Management (Theatre) – Scottish 
professor Bliss Macvitie leads the audience in a journey to Feng Shui their lives 
in this entertaining piece about celebrity handbags, star signs, and more. 7.30pm, 
£8 (£5)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Men Without Friends: High Vis (Theatre) – Award-winning 
local actor Robert Cohen returns with a series of three of his critically-acclaimed 



solo shows, starting with the story of Quint – a traffic warden with a stalker. 
9pm, £6 (Men Without Friends combo tickets available)

Thursday 30th – 

ARTISTA – Drunk With A Pen (Spoken Word) - 13.5 poems about drink and 
drinking. Often personal, occasionally funny, frequently sad: all accessible and 
understandable. Written by Hove resident Joseph J Clark. See 
www.drunkwithapen.co.uk for more information. 6pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – At the Junction Café (Theatre) - At times moving, at times 
hilarious - a battle of the generations that explores relationships, memory and 
human communication in a highly innovative way. Two people meet in a cafe. 
Who are they? Are they connected? Will a struggle of wills ensue? 7.30pm, £8 
(£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Guide to Good Orgasm Management (Theatre) – Scottish 
professor Bliss Macvitie leads the audience in a journey to Feng Shui their lives 
in this entertaining piece about celebrity handbags, star signs, and more. 7.30pm, 
£8 (£5)

ARTISTA – Belongings (Comedy) - An examination of belonging through the eyes 
of a middle class, Public school, grammar school, comprehensively black ex 
lawyer from the East end of London. 8pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

THE CLAREMONT – The Fried Mind Show (Cabaret) - Light hearted mind-
reading show! No dead relatives will be contacted throughout the evening, 
however they may be interrupted with laughter as the show is peppered with 
comical moments. “Totally excellent. The whole package is here” (UK Cabaret 
Magazine). 8pm, £5 (£4)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – The Black Dog Emporium (Theatre) - Some things exist 
out of time and space, inhabiting a magical plane. Perhaps the explanation for the 
charmless and elusive proprietor who deals with the mess that living creates. A 
comedic tale of missed kisses, drunken dreams and catalystic moments. 9pm, £8 
(£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Men Without Friends: Something Rotten (Theatre) – Robert 
Cohen revisits his version of Hamlet, told from the point of view of Claudius. 
9pm, £6 (Men Without Friends combo tickets available)

Friday 31st – 

ARTISTA – Guy Wah: Professional Arsehole (Work in Progress), (Comedy) - A look 
at how our reliance on professional behaviour is eroding our humanity, and how 
our progress as a society has been dumbed down in the name of professionalism. 



Featuring songs, sketches and examples of real life idiocy. Warning: May contain 
politics. 7pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – At the Junction Café (Theatre) - At times moving, at times 
hilarious - a battle of the generations that explores relationships, memory and 
human communication in a highly innovative way. Two people meet in a cafe. 
Who are they? Are they connected? Will a struggle of wills ensue? 7.30pm, £8 
(£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Guide to Good Orgasm Management (Theatre) – Scottish 
professor Bliss Macvitie leads the audience in a journey to Feng Shui their lives 
in this entertaining piece about celebrity handbags, star signs, and more. 7.30pm, 
£8 (£5)

ARTISTA – Jane Postlethwaite: The House (Work in Progress), (Comedy) - You 
have been invited to The House, a work in progress show with a selection of new 
dark comedy character monologues from comedy award finalist Jane 
Postlethwaite. 9pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Stitch It! (Theatre) - Winner of The Bobby Award, this is 
a physical theatre solo show without words for adults, created in a unique style 
of movement – Butomima, that fuses butoh with mime. Lewis guides the 
audience through a woman’s journey from childhood to childbirth, ageing, and 
death. It is a visual poem triggering memories and emotions, thoughts, and 
dreams. 9pm, £10 (£8)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Men Without Friends: The Trials of Harvey Matusow 
(Theatre) – Another opportunity to catch Robert Cohen’s exploration of a 
McCarthy-ite grass. 9pm, £6 (Men Without Friends combo tickets available)

Saturday 1st April – 

THE CLAREMONT – Two Controversial Short Stories (Theatre) - ‘Trial by 
Acclamation’; a veiled commentary on the way in which International Finance is 
beyond the law. ‘The Guru’; it examines the 20th Century Communist Party of 
Great Britain. A short discussion follows each reading. 11.30am, £5 (£3)

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Meebles Get The Show On The Road (Kids & Youth) – Join 
the Meebles on their musical magical adventures in their circus van racing 
against time to save the children from the clutches of Von Zalatan and his virtual 
obedience factory. With smoke cannon and big bubble finale. 12noon, £7 (£5), 
£16 family ticket

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Stitch It! (Theatre) - Winner of The Bobby Award, this is 
a physical theatre solo show without words for adults, created in a unique style 
of movement – Butomima, that fuses butoh with mime. Lewis guides the 
audience through a woman’s journey from childhood to childbirth, ageing, and 



death. It is a visual poem triggering memories and emotions, thoughts, and 
dreams. 3pm, £10 (£8)

THE CLAREMONT – The Anterbury Tales (Kids & Youth) - Chaucer's Canterbury 
Tales: iconic but obscured in Middle English lingo. But now, an updated version. 
Sort of. Tales of derring-do and cowardice told by insects. Join the Ladybird, the 
Earwig, and others, for a feast of storytelling. Ages 7+. 3pm, £4 (Family ticket 
£12)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Jam Sandwich (Comedy) - Come and join failed TV 
presenters Sasha and Remy as they attempt to reinvent themselves for your 
entertainment. Physical comedy, clowning, mime and slapstick combine in this 
dark comedy sketch show. Expect onions, bodily fluids and audience interaction! 
5pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - 10 Mistakes Every Girl Makes In Her Twenties (Comedy) – 
Who doesn’t f**k up in their twenties? Rachel certainly did. Through poetry, chat, 
and some photos she probably should have detagged, she explores getting the 
hang of adulting in the age of social media. 5pm, £5

SWEET DUKEBOX - Brodi Snook: Showgress (Comedy) – A work-in-progress 
stand up comedy show from Brighton's favourite Australian import, the 
‘deliciously dry’ Brodi Snook. 'Laser sharp writing and precision delivery. Brodi's 
too good to be allowed to continue!' - Sami Shah (QI). 6.45pm, £5 (or Pay What 
You Want at the end)

ARTISTA – Belongings (Comedy) - An examination of belonging through the eyes 
of a middle class, public school, grammar school, comprehensively black ex-
lawyer from the East end of London. 7pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Waiting For Curry (Theatre) – Ever wanted to tell someone 
how you feel? Four friends: two couples, and a lot of history. Wine flows as they 
wait for their takeaway: they share more than they intended... an evening that 
changes them and their friendships forever. 8pm, £8 (£6)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Doghead and Reverse Duck Face (Music/Spoken Word) – 
A combination of live and recorded music, sound, and audio visual artwork, with 
performance and spoken word, in an exploration of a wide range of subjects 
from the comic to the tragic. With a Mexican surrealist flavour. 8.30pm, £8 (£6)

ARTISTA – Jane Postlethwaite: The House (Work in Progress), (Comedy) - You 
have been invited to The House, a work in progress show with a selection of new 
dark comedy character monologues from comedy award finalist Jane 
Postlethwaite. 9pm, £5 adv (£7 on the door)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Mr D’s Tales of Myths and Legends (Theatre) – Mr D will take 
you on a trip back in time when monsters, magic, and mystery were an everyday 
occurrence. You're invited to join us and use our 'arcane objects' to help bring 
these stories to life! 9.15pm, £6 (£5)



Sunday 2nd April – 

SWEET DUKEBOX - The Meebles Get The Show On The Road (Theatre / Family) – 
Join the Meebles on their musical magical adventures in their circus van racing 
against time to save the children from the clutches of Von Zalatan and his virtual 
obedience factory. With smoke cannon and big bubble finale. 12noon, £7 (£5), 
£16 family ticket

SWEET DUKEBOX - Create Your Own Solo Show (Workshop) – Express yourself, 
share your talent, create a source of income, and propel your artistic career! 
Create your own solo show! Join this physical theatre, puppets, and visual 
theatre celebration of creativity. This workshop will be a great kick-start for your 
solo show, you will gain clarity and confidence and will get tools to develop your 
work. 2.15-6.15pm, £50

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Hove Grown Poetry Awards (Spoken Word) - A 
celebration of local poetry, with readings by the winners and runners-up in the 
2017 Hove Grown Poetry Competition, and a selection of guest readers. 4.30pm, 
£8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Brodi Snook: Showgress (Comedy) – A work-in-progress 
stand up comedy show from Brighton's favourite Australian import, the 
‘deliciously dry’ Brodi Snook. 'Laser sharp writing and precision delivery. Brodi's 
too good to be allowed to continue!' - Sami Shah (QI). 6.45pm, £5 (or Pay What 
You Want at the end)

PURPLE PLAYHOUSE – Linguistic Calligraphy (Spoken Word) – A showcase of 
the UK's best upcoming artists. A night crafted of spoken word, poetry, hip hop, 
story telling, and music. Featuring UK slam and poetry champions and some of 
the most exciting artists coming out the South East. 7.45pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Waiting For Curry (Theatre) – Ever wanted to tell someone 
how you feel? Four friends: two couples, and a lot of history. Wine flows as they 
wait for their takeaway: they share more than they intended... an evening that 
changes them and their friendships forever. 8pm, £8 (£6)

SWEET DUKEBOX - Blanket Fort (Improv) – Blanket Fort takes a single audience 
suggestion and uses it to make up a completely new show right in front of your 
actual eyes. It's pretty impressive. And silly and playful too. If you're someone 
who likes joy and exuberance and things like that, you'll be way into it. "Highly 
recommended show" ★★★★- Fringe Review; "Confident, engaging" – 
FringeGuru. 9.15pm, £5 (£3)


